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Foreword
For several years, MASUM has worked to monitor the living conditions of enclave
dwellers. In 2013, MASUM conducted a survey to study the conditions of enclaves on
both sides of the India-Bangladesh border. In its findings, we have found evidence of
gross negligence and apathy of the Governments of India and Bangladesh towards the
residents of former enclaves. We believe these findings should be studied methodically to
consolidate the grievances and demands of the erstwhile enclave dwellers. It is imperative
that the lives of the erstwhile enclave dwellers escape the prison of anonymity and their
voices become prominent in the discourse towards justice.
This research is being facilitated by FORUM-ASIA, and we are extremely grateful to them
for joining us in this venture. This report lends concrete shape to the findings gathered by
MASUM, such that substantial evidence of systemic apathy of state authorities towards
their citizens can be adequately represented.
In the face of government inaction, the onus of securing the rights of the people of
enclaves rests on civil society organisations, such as FORUM-ASIA and MASUM. The
report is aware of the lack of literature about the on the ground realities of lives in
enclaves, and thus seeks to make these realities available to a wider audience, including
academicians, researchers, students and concerned citizens. The information in this
report can contribute to a nuanced understanding of how bilateral issues jeopardize daily
existence and can infringe upon the human rights of rightful citizens.
This report also seeks to attract the attention of the members of civil society organisations
towards lives that have been thus far neglected. MASUM and FORUM-ASIA intend to use
this research to advocate with national and international stakeholders regarding the
rights of erstwhile enclave dwellers and build momentum for the recognition of these
rights by relevant state authorities.
We hope that the readers of this report find it comprehensive and are moved to contribute
to the cause that our team is striving for.

Justice Malay Sengupta
President, MASUM, Ex-Chief Justice of Sikkim High Court
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Map 1: Enclaves in 1947; Source: Wikipedia

Map 2: Enclaves after 1971; Source: Migration policy Institute
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Map 3: Cooch Behar District, West Bengal

Map 4: India-Bangladesh border; Source: Google Earth
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Map 5: Representation of the exchange of enclaves in 2015
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Introduction
‘The Delhi police arrested Rashidul, alias Rashidu, on 14 August 2017, suspecting him of
being a Bangladeshi intruder. His possessions – a voter ID, an Aadhaar Card and a
certificate of residence—all proof his Indian identity. Rashidul used to be a resident of an
erstwhile Indian enclave in Bangladesh. After the implementation of the LBA in 2015, he
had gathered the meagre belongings of his long forgotten existence and relocated to the
Indian side of the border, choosing to be an Indian citizen. Along with approximately 970
others, he was given temporary residence at a rehabilitation camp with the promise of being
incorporated into the mainland with all the rights that come along with being a citizen of
India. To this effect, he was given a Voter ID, an Aadhaar Card and a certificate of
residence of the Dinhata Settlement Camp in the District of Cooch Behar in West Bengal.
Rashidul had migrated to Delhi in search of a job and was working as a daily wage
labourer when he was arrested by the police. Later, he was deported to Bangladesh and
separated from his family, who continue to live in the rehabilitation camp in Cooch Behar.
Deprived of any rights of citizenship by either India or Bangladesh, Rashidul is labelled an
intruder in both these countries to this day.’1
How do we attempt to understand this anomaly? Who can we hold accountable for this
bizarre chain of events that strips a citizen of his fundamental rights and tosses him back
and forth across borders?
Hannah Arendt in her book, The Origins of Totalitarianism,2 speaks of ‘the right to have
rights’ as the foundation of any humanitarian intervention. If one is deprived of the
fundamental entitlements of being a citizen, then the ability to claim your rights is
obstructed as well. It opens a void: a lack of an entire legal apparatus that defines what
rights are; who is eligible to possess these rights; the authority from which rights can be
claimed and the procedure to claim these rights.
The existence of Rashidul and thousands of other erstwhile enclave dwellers of India and
Bangladesh is consumed by this void of lawlessness and the denial of the right to have
rights. To understand how this transpired, we must delve into the past of the long,
tumultuous journey that the people from the enclaves have had—a journey that refuses
to yield any satisfactory culmination.
1
2

Annexure 1 (i-iv)
Hannah, Arendt, “The Origins of Totalitarianism,” Harcourt Brace & Company, 1973.
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History
An enclave is a piece of territory controlled by one sovereign authority that is completely
surrounded by the territory of another sovereign authority. In Bengali, enclaves are called
chhitmohol, wherein chhit means a fragmented part of a whole and mohol means land
from which revenue is collected.
According to government records, the Indo-Bangladesh border is mapped with 162
enclaves—111 Indian enclaves in Bangladesh and 51 Bangladeshi enclaves in India.3 The
Land Boundary Agreement (LBA), 4 signed between the two countries on 7 May 2015,
sought to exchange the territories of these enclaves to make the boundary more
contiguous and the borders neatly demarcated. Along with the land transfer, the LBA also
provided for an exchange of population wherein the people of the enclaves would be given
the choice to opt for the citizenship of either India or Bangladesh.
The problem of enclaves that the LBA has apparently resolved, started back in the 18 th
century and has been complicated further by political, legal and geographical factors over
the years. Legend attributes the fate of these enclaves to a whimsical series of chess
matches between the Maharaja of Cooch Behar and the Maharaja of Rangpur. The two
kings gambled small territories of their kingdom and as a result, parts of Rangpur came
under the jurisdiction of Cooch Behar and vice versa. This legend is strangely symbolic of
the fate of the enclaves as they have been pawns in political shenanigans since their very
origin.
In reality however, these enclaves came into existence as a result of peace treaties signed
between the Mughal Empire and the Kingdom of Cooch Behar (Koch Bihar) from the years
1711 to 1713. After a series of battles, some territories of Cooch Behar continued to be
occupied by the Mughal Armies and some lands of the Mughals remained occupied by
Cooch Behar chieftains. These patches of land were surrounded by the territory of the
rival kingdom, but this did not affect the lives of the residents insofar as they paid their
revenue to the respective rulers. The borders of these lands remained fluid, and travel,
transport and trade occurred as it had in the past. Under the rule of the British, the

3

Numbers quoted in the Executive Summary of the Land Boundary Agreement 1974
Ministry of External Affairs, Government of India, “India and Bangladesh Land Boundary Agreement”, Public
Diplomacy Divison, https://www.mea.gov.in/Uploads/PublicationDocs/24529_LBA_MEA_Booklet_final.pdf (accessed
October 7, 2019)
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Kingdoms of Cooch Behar and Rangpur remained princely states and the land
demarcations did not change, except the shift in sovereignty.
It was only when the British decided to leave and divide the country along religious lines
that the tensions began to surface. The Radcliffe line was drawn in a haphazard manner
on the map of the subcontinent, cutting across provinces, rivers, temples and mosques.
The zigzag border drawn on the west and the east created the independent nation states
of India and Pakistan.
Since Cooch Behar and Rangpur were princely states, they were given the choice to merge
with either of the two countries. Consequently, in 1949, Cooch Behar was annexed into
Indian Territory and in 1952, Rangpur merged with East Pakistan. 5 According to the
annexation treaty, all the land under the jurisdiction of Cooch Behar was to come under
the sovereignty of the Indian nation state. This meant that the small patches of land
within the territory of Rangpur(now in East Pakistan) that were formerly controlled by
Cooch Behar were also, on paper, under Indian jurisdiction. Similarly, the parts of land in
Cooch Behar that were controlled by Rangpur came under the jurisdiction of Pakistan.
The hostility that the bloody Partition created between India and Pakistan started spilling
onto the enclaves. In 1952, the two countries implemented strict visa policies, making
borders rigid and movements constrained. The people of the enclaves, surrounded by the
territory of their rival host, found themselves in a virtual lockdown. Cut off from their
home country, they had no access to the land, markets, schools, hospitals and
opportunities for livelihood outside the borders of their respective enclaves.
In 1971, with the creation of the independent nation state of Bangladesh, the enclaves in
India saw another shift in sovereignty, but without any redress to their problems. The
residents of Bangladeshi enclaves in India lived under the constant threat of being
arrested under the Foreigners Act of 1946, if they stepped out of the boundaries
demarcated for them. According to the research done by Hosna J. Shewly, more than 75
per cent of the residents have been arrested on the basis of intrusion at one point or
another before 2015.6
5

Debarshi, Bhattacharya. (2018), “Study on Impact of Execution of LBA, 2015 on the Erstwhile Enclaves’ People of India
and Bangladesh”, PEOPLE: International Journal of Social Sciences, 4(2), 1166-1187.
6
Hosna J. Shewly, “India and Bangladesh Swap territory, Citizens in Landmark Enclave Exchange”, Migration Information
Source, 9 March, 2016, https://www.migrationpolicy.org/article/india-and-bangladesh-swap-territory-citizenslandmark-enclave-exchange(accessed October 5, 2019)
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On the other hand, there was no presence of the criminal justice system inside the
boundary of the enclaves, as a result of which rape, pillage, looting and other criminal
activities remained unpunished by law. The debacles of the Partition immediately after
independence veiled the dismal reality of the enclaves and their existence descended into
oblivion. The hopes and promises of newly independent nation states that emerged after
decolonization were not extended to these landlocked territories.
There have been several attempts over the years to create a stable boundary by
addressing the disputes along the tenuous border of India and Pakistan and later,
Bangladesh. While the border issues on the western side have received substantial
domestic and international attention, the issues on the eastern side, especially
concerning the enclaves, have only sporadically made headlines.
The intention of this publication is to reflect upon: the attempts of the Indian Government
to address the issue of the enclaves; and to further prove that all of these attempts show a
significant lack of humanitarian concern. Starting from the late 1950s, our primary focus
will be on the analysis of the LBA of 2015 and the impact of its provisions on the lives of
the erstwhile enclave dwellers in India. Through this analysis, we seek to argue that the
primary incentive for the Indian Government to exchange enclaves has been to
incorporate them into the nationalist imagination and create even stricter models of
border control.

Attempts To Resolve The Boundary Issues
The first attempt to exchange enclaves came with the Nehru-Noon Agreement in 1958.
The agreement sought to resolve disputes along the border for neater demarcation of
territories. Along with the enclave exchange, another pressing issue was Union No. 12 of
Southern Berubari. The Radcliffe line had been drawn such that Berubari fell within
Indian jurisdiction, but the written text of the demarcation omitted mentioning this detail,
giving Pakistan the opportunity to claim a part of the Berubari Union. After a series of
deliberations, India agreed to transfer the southern half of the Berubari Union no. 12 to
Pakistan along with the transfer of enclaves in the Cooch Behar District. This move of the
Nehru Government was met with massive opposition in the country.
First and foremost, the right of the Parliament to cede national territory to another
country was brought into question. Outraged Indian nationalists took the matter to the
Supreme Court that made the ruling that a constitutional amendment was necessary for
8

the Government to implement this agreement. The Constitution was indeed amended in
1960, 7 giving Parliament the authority to cede the territory to Pakistan and alter
territorial boundaries. However, rising communal tensions over the exchange of the
southern half of the Berubari Union with its Hindu majority population and the escalating
political tensions between India and Pakistan, put an end to the negotiations concerning
this agreement.
What the Nehru-Noon Agreement in fact succeeded in achieving was the recognition, for
the first time ever in the national debate, of human habitation in the enclaves of India
and East Pakistan. The right-leaning Jan Sangh Party raised serious questions on the
Prime Minister’s right to challenge the citizenship of Indians residing in the enclaves
located within East Pakistan. Consequently, it dawned upon Nehru that the lands he had
planned to trade with Pakistan were populated with ‘citizens’ that the country had since
forgotten. The realisation forced Nehru to concede to the Lok Sabha:
‘At the time I was clear in my mind that the whole agreement, in spite of certain aspects of it
which were not agreeable to us, was profitable and advantageous. […] But there is a ‘but’. I
did not realize then that there is a certain human aspect of it. […] And subsequently when
this aspect has come before me, I have felt troubled in my mind. (qtd. in Cons)’8
The prodigal citizens had returned on the landscape of national contestation. From here
on, the deliberations concerning the enclaves had to be cognisant of the ‘human aspect’
that had only been an afterthought to Nehru.
The talks regarding the settlement of the border disputes came to a standstill for almost a
decade, because of the Indo-Pak war in 1965 and the war for the liberation of Bangladesh
in 1971. The dealings regarding the borders on the East had to be now made with an
entirely different nation-state. This paved a new path for diplomacy in South Asia,
because bilateral cooperation between India and Bangladesh invited much less hostility.

7

Berubari Union Case: AIR 1960 SC 845, 1960 3 SCR 250
Jason Cons, “Impasse and Opportunity: Reframing Postcolonial Territory at the India-Bangladesh Border”, South Asia
Multidisciplinary Academic Journal [Online], 10 | 2014, https://journals.openedition.org/samaj/3791 (accessed 25
October 2019)
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Subsequently, the LBA was signed between Indira Gandhi and Sheikh Mujibur Rahman
on 16 May1974.9 However, while Bangladesh ratified the agreement later in 1974, India
was caught up yet again in heated political debates regarding the exchange.
According to the agreement, India was ceding more acres of territory to Bangladesh than
it was receiving. This fact did not sit well with the nationalist parties in India that were
gaining more ground in the domestic political context. Again, it did not make much
difference that it was natural to lose out on territory because Indian enclaves in
Bangladesh were substantially larger in number or that the residents of these enclaves
outnumbered the population residing in the Bangladeshi enclaves in India. Losing out on
land meant an attack on the sovereign power of the nation state. India and Bangladesh
did not differ much from monarchies insofar as occupation of land was concerned, except
that conquests took place in diplomatic conferences rather than on battlefields. The
Agreement remained largely unimplemented and three main issues remained unresolved:
the un-demarcated land boundary of approximately 6.1 kilometres; adverse possessions;
and the exchange of enclaves on both sides of the border.

10

Article 1(14) of the LBA 1974 provided that India would retain the southern half of South
Berubari Union no. 12, and, in exchange, Bangladesh would retain the Dahagram and
Angarpota enclaves.11 To this effect, India would lease in perpetuity an area of 178 metres
by 85 metres to Bangladesh that would connect the Dahagram and Angarpota enclaves to
the mainland of Bangladesh. This area came to be known as the ‘Tin Bigha Corridor’. This
clause of the agreement was finally implemented by India on 26 March 1992, and even
then, the corridor was opened only for one hour every day.
This too, was met with massive opposition in India with activists blocking the Dahagram
enclave and disrupting the daily activities of residents. After the corridor was opened, the
Indian markets were made inaccessible to the enclave dwellers because they now had
access to Bangladeshi markets. This was done overlooking the fact that mobility across
the Tin Bigha Corridor was still severely restricted and under strict surveillance. Any
animosity between India and Bangladesh effected the Tin Bigha Corridor. Movement were
arbitrarily restricted and people would often be in lockdown for indefinite periods of time.
9

Ministry of External Affairs, Government of India, “India and Bangladesh Land Boundary Agreement”, Public
Diplomacy Divison, Pg. 31-37 https://www.mea.gov.in/Uploads/PublicationDocs/24529_LBA_MEA_Booklet_final.pdf
(accessed October 7, 2019)
10
Ibid. Pg. 3
11
Ibid. Pg. 34
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Moreover, it was not until September 2011 that the corridor was finally opened with 24hour access and the long standing agreement was implemented in full.12
Meanwhile, efforts to resolve the three outstanding issues of the 1974 agreement were
underway. In 2001, a Joint Boundary Working Group was set up to deliberate upon these
issues and study the geographical factors on both sides of the border. The group met four
times in ten years.
The first headcount in enclaves was conducted by state authorities from 14to 17 July
2011. The names and landholdings of people residing in the enclaves were documented in
official papers. There were several discrepancies with the manner in which this headcount
was conducted, which shall be discussed later in the report.
On 6 September 2011, a Protocol was signed between India and Bangladesh, which made
unresolved matters of the 1974 Agreement come into effect.13 While, this was a significant
step

towards

finally

exchanging

the

enclaves

with

comparatively

cognizant

documentation, the Protocol was signed without any actual date of ratification. This
created greater anticipation among the residents of the enclaves and heated political
arguments in the Indian Parliament started brewing once again.
Therefore, when the LBA with all its clauses was finally implemented on 31 July 2015. It
was welcomed with massive applause, both in Parliament and at the Indo-Bangladesh
border. The party that had opposed the ratification of the LBA and the exchange of
territories, first with Pakistan and later with Bangladesh, for several decades, was the one
to strong-arm the states of West Bengal and Assam into ratifying the agreement as soon
as it gained majority in the Lok Sabha.14 While the agreements of 1958 and 1974 resulted
in a prolonged legal battle, the Modi Government was able to have the Constitution
amended for its purpose with the same nonchalant ease that it has become both popular
and simultaneously infamous for.

12

Jason Cons, “Impasse and Opportunity: Reframing Postcolonial Territory at the India-Bangladesh Border”, South Asia
Multidisciplinary Academic Journal [Online], 10 | 2014, https://journals.openedition.org/samaj/3791 (accessed 25
October 2019)
13
Ministry of External Affairs, Government of India, “India and Bangladesh Land Boundary Agreement”, Public
Diplomacy Divison, Pg. 42-47, https://www.mea.gov.in/Uploads/PublicationDocs/24529_LBA_MEA_Booklet_final.pdf
(accessed October 7, 2019)
14
Elizabeth Roche, “How Narendra Modi pushed through Bangladesh border pact”, Livemint, May 12, 2015,
https://www.livemint.com/Politics/XwdjQy12ANF6K945qcLIIL/How-Modi-managed-to-push-through-Bangladeshborder-pact.html (accessed October 25, 2019)
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What was the motivation behind this sudden shift in political interests? What has been
the result of this supposed triumph of bilateral cooperation between India and
Bangladesh? Four years after the implementation of the LBA, what is the verdict of the
beneficiaries of the agreement? To answer these questions, we need to undertake a
thorough analysis of the LBA as implemented in 2015, and its impact on the daily lives of
the erstwhile enclave dwellers.

12

Analysis of the Land Boundary Agreement 2015
After the prolonged delay in its implementation, when the LBA was finally signed in 2015,
it received almost unanimous approval in India. The Bharatiya Janta Party (BJP) and its
predecessors had been its chief adversary for seven decades and hence, when they were
the ones to pick up the baton to exchange lands, the voices of opposition were just
background noise. As a result, Prime Minister Narendra Modi and Prime Minister Sheikh
Hasina shook hands and took a grand step towards bilateral cooperation between India
and Bangladesh on 31 July 2015.
The Executive Summary of the LBA released by the Ministry of External Affairs in India
says:
‘This historic agreement will contribute to a stable and peaceful boundary and create an
environment conducive to enhanced bilateral cooperation. It will result in better
management and coordination of the border and strengthen our ability to deal with
smuggling, illegal activities and other trans-border crimes.’15
While the text further goes on to address the humanitarian benefits that would come
along with the agreement, the reasons for finally implementing it seem to be primarily
contained in the excerpt provided above. The gravity of the issues that the agreement
seeks to resolve, but it is crucial to understand how we, as citizens, are constantly
reminded by the state of the absolute importance of a peaceful boundary and the threats
of conflicts at the border. Consequently, the mainland population becomes increasingly
averse to the concerns of the people who reside along the margins and it becomes rather
acceptable that the cost of maintaining a ‘stable and peaceful boundary’ involves gross
negligence of the rights and well-being of certain groups of people. Perhaps this can be
better argued by looking at another excerpt from the text of the agreement.
‘While on paper, the exchange of enclaves between India and Bangladesh may seem like a
loss of Indian land to Bangladesh, the actual scenario is quite different as the enclaves are
located deep inside the territory of both countries and there has been no physical access to

15

Ministry of External Affairs, Government of India, “India and Bangladesh Land Boundary Agreement”, Public
Diplomacy Divison, Pg. 2, https://www.mea.gov.in/Uploads/PublicationDocs/24529_LBA_MEA_Booklet_final.pdf
(accessed October 7, 2019)
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them from either country. In reality, the exchange of enclaves denotes only a notional
exchange of land as the Protocol converts a de facto reality into a de jure situation.’ 16
The loss of Indian territory as a consequence of the LBA has been one of the major
reasons for the massive opposition that it has faced over the years. Through the exchange
of enclaves, India has handed over 17,160.63 acres of land to Bangladesh and has
received 7,110.02 acres in return. To resolve the tensions stemming from this unequal
transfer in favour of a Muslim-dominated country, the argument provided by the
agreement should be taken as legitimate on the surface. It offers consolation to the
nationalists of India by stating that what has occurred is merely a legal formality as these
lands have been inaccessible by the country over the decades.
However, the fact is that what is being offered as consolation to the mainland population
is precisely the reason for the prolonged negligence of the erstwhile enclave dwellers.
These territories had been abandoned by both countries for several decades, with their
residents being left with no access to social, political and economic benefits and in
complete deprivation of rights attached to their nationality.
In spite of this, when the Government uses the truth of this very abandonment to
reiterate that these territories indeed mean little to the homeland that is the Indian nation
state, and that the loss of these territories will not necessarily affect its geo-politics, it
conveniently chooses not to speak of the hundreds of thousands of lives that it had
abandoned along with these territories. This defence of the Government is significant to
understand how nation-states prioritise certain citizens over others, and how the plight of
one entire group of people can be overlooked to provide solace to the other.
At some point the text does speak of the humanitarian concerns of the land transfer:
‘The inhabitants in the enclaves could not enjoy full legal rights as citizens of either India or
Bangladesh and infrastructure facilities such as electricity, schools and health services
were deficient. Further, due to lack of access to these areas by the law and order enforcing
agencies and weak property rights, certain enclaves became hot beds of criminal activities.
[…] In the implementation of the 2011 Protocol, the exchange of enclaves will have fulfilled a
major humanitarian need to mitigate the hardships that the residents of the enclaves have

16

Ibid. Pg.4
14

had to endure for over six decades on account of the lack of basic amenities and facilities
that would normally be expected from citizenship of a State.’ 17
The agreement recognizes the suffering of the enclave dwellers over the years, attributing
it to the denial of the enjoyment of full legal rights of citizenship. It briefly summarizes the
umpteen problems that have emerged as a consequence of this denial. However, it is
presumptuous to believe that merely an exchange of enclaves can ‘mitigate’ the suffering
of an entire populace that has for long been abandoned by the state.
It is important to note that the erstwhile enclave dwellers live in conditions of extreme
poverty, having been forced to sustain themselves on meagre sources of income. They
have had no opportunities for livelihood, no health or educational support, and, hence,
are extremely vulnerable to the harshness of the realities of the new world that has
recently opened up for them.
It is imperative that they receive adequate compensation and special protection from the
state to build up their lives from scratch, and to establish themselves as bona fide citizens
of the country. Therefore, even as the agreement refers to a ‘humanitarian need,’ it
remains silent on: how these humanitarian needs will be fulfilled; what measures shall be
taken to make up for the oppression that border politics has inflicted upon them for
years; and how these measures would be implemented on the ground, such that people
can avail the maximum benefits from them. The silence of the Government on these
matters speaks volumes about its apathy towards those who were supposed to be the
actual beneficiaries of the land transfer that has come about after such a long period of
anticipation.

17

Ibid. Pg. 4-5
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Four years of LBA: Narratives from the Ground
1. Citizenship
Kachua Burman, a resident of the Dinhata Settlement Camp came to India from one of
the Indian enclaves in Bangladesh in November 2015. Asked why he had chosen to
relocate, he said:
‘We were residents of Indian enclaves. We always had the feeling that we are Indian. After
living in Bangladesh all these years, when we had the chance to go back to our country, we
made that choice. But now, we don’t feel that we are Indian. The administration has been
unfair to us (..) if they had wanted us, Rashidul would not have been deported to
Bangladesh. We don’t want to live in fear.’18
Rashidul, the 20-year old who was deported to Bangladesh in 2017 in spite of possessing
documents of his Indian nationality, is still fresh in the memory of the Dinhata camp
dwellers. The feeling of belonging that they had hoped for after coming to India has been
crushed after one among them has been pushed out of the country.
Article 3 of the LBA 1974 states that:
‘The governments of India and Bangladesh agree that when areas are transferred, the
people in these areas shall be given the right of staying on where they are, as nationals of
the State to which these areas are transferred.’19
The Constitution (119th Amendment) Bill of 2013,20 which was later passed to implement
the LBA by altering the territorial boundaries of India, was referred to a Standing
Committee on External Affairs. The Committee submitted its report21 in December 2014
with extensive analysis of the Bill and gave several recommendations, mostly concerning
18

All the testimonies included in this report have been taken from the author’s visit to the enclaves and the Dinhata
Settlement Camp from 22-24 September, 2019. The testimonies have been translated from the original Bengali by Mr.
Dipyaman Adhikary, Assistant Secretary, MASUM.
19
Ministry of External Affairs, Government of India, “India and Bangladesh Land Boundary Agreement”, Public
Diplomacy Divison, Pg. 36, https://www.mea.gov.in/Uploads/PublicationDocs/24529_LBA_MEA_Booklet_final.pdf
(accessed October 7, 2019)
20
Parliament of India, “The Constitution (One Hundred and Nineteenth Amendment) Bill, 2013”, Bill No. XV,
http://www.prsindia.org/sites/default/files/bill_files/Constitution_%28119th%29_Bill%2C_2013_0.pdf(accessed
October 25, 2019)
21
Standing Committee on External Affairs (2014-2015), “First Report: The Constitution (One Hundred and Nineteenth
Amendment) Bill, 2013”, Lok Sabha Secretariat, New Delhi, 2014.
http://www.prsindia.org/sites/default/files/bill_files/SCR-_119th_%28A%29_Bill_0.pdf
(accessed October 25, 2019)
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the humanitarian issues arising from the exchange of territories. On the issue of
citizenship, the Committee stated that:
‘As per the Ministry, the inhabitants of the Bangladeshi Enclaves in India, which will be
transferred to India under the Protocol, can be granted Indian citizenship under Section 7 of
the Indian Citizenship Act, 1955 (by incorporation of territory). As per this provision, if any
territory becomes part of India, the Central Government may by order notified in the Official
Gazette, specify the persons who shall be citizens of India with effect from the date to be
specified in the order.’22
Further, on the issue of the citizenship of people who would be returning back to India
from the enclaves in Bangladesh, the Home Secretary had responded to the Committee
saying that:
‘(..) Now as far as the Indian population living in Bangladesh is concerned, they are our
citizens and they have every right to come back. How many of them decide to exercise this
right, we will find out once a decision is taken. But when they come back, we intend to take
the biometric details of all of them and carry out the entire exercise to ensure that we know
who all are coming. Then in close cooperation and consultation with the Government of West
Bengal, they will be taken to the respective places where they are proposed to be settled
and there we will keep a close watch for some time.’23
With everything that has been said by the spokespersons of the Government, it seems
evident that granting citizenship to the erstwhile enclave dwellers, including the ones in
the erstwhile Bangladeshi enclaves and the ones who have returned from the erstwhile
Indian enclaves, should have been a prerequisite to the LBA and the Constitution (119 th
Amendment) Bill. But several narratives from the enclaves showcase that this in fact has
not been the case.
As a result of the exchange of enclaves, 37,532 residents of Indian enclaves in
Bangladesh decided to renounce their Indian citizenship and continue to stay on their
lands as citizens of Bangladesh. 979 of these residents chose to retain their original
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nationality and return to India.24 These residents have been temporarily accommodated at
three camps located in the Districts of Dinhata, Mekhliganj and Haldibari.
On 2 July 2015, the Central Government directed the District Magistrate of Cooch Behar
to record the names of Bangladeshi persons who wished to acquire Indian citizenship and
of Indian persons who wished to renounce Indian citizenship, and to forward the list to
the Central Government. 25 Subsequently, on 12 October 2015, the Ministry of Home
Affairs released a notification stating that the 14,864 Bangladeshi citizens residing in
Indian enclaves would be citizens of India from the day of 1 August 2015.26 The District
Magistrate of Cooch Behar, however, has still not notified the recipients of their
citizenship and neither have they received any documents that explicitly confirm their
Indian nationality.
There is great irony in this situation, which further confuses the question of nationality
for the erstwhile enclave dwellers. Most of these people have received Voter ID cards and
Aadhaar Cards issued by the Government of India. The recipients of these documents
have been participants in the national and state elections from their respective
constituencies. 27 Therefore, they have been given the right of franchise, they have
representatives in the Parliament of India, and, at least in theory, these representatives
are answerable to them by virtue of them being citizens of the Indian nation state. With
these facts at hand, it becomes problematic to argue that these people have not been
granted the citizenship of India and are incapable of availing any benefits that are
provided to any other person who in fact is a citizen of India. But the complexity of this
situation requires one to take a closer look at the picture.
MASUM had filed a writ petition in the Calcutta High Court regarding the right of
citizenship for the erstwhile enclave dwellers in 2016.28 The petition was dismissed by the
High Court on 1 April, 2016 stating that:
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‘We fail to understand how a person could be registered for the purpose of issuance of a
voter card before he could become a citizen of this country.’
The Court further said that:
‘Each application has to be scrutinized with reference to various aspects that would go into
for consideration for issuance of citizenship. Each applicant may have different background
and even the date of residence of India could depend on the time since each applicant has
to show when he came to this country, how he has come, from where he comes and through
whom he has come. Unless these facts are analyzed after due enquiry, citizenship cannot
be considered.’
The judgment of the High Court confirms the absurdity of issuing Voter IDs to people
without assuring that they are citizens of India. However, the fact that the Court expects
enclave residents to show valid proof of their Indian nationality seems extremely
misinformed. To expect people who have been restricted from any access to the
administration and often forced to live under false identities, to show valid documentation
of how and when they came to reside in India is an aberration of justice and evidence of
the apathy of state and judicial mechanisms.
In addition to this, most of the documents received by the people contain several
discrepancies in relation to their names, addresses, fathers’ names and so on. Madan
Roy, a resident of a former Bangladeshi enclave called Poschim Bakalir Chara, explains
the issue with nuances.
‘Earlier (before the LBA), children used fake identities to get admitted to schools; we also
had to use fake names to get treated in government hospitals. But now we have our own ID
cards. We are afraid of the NRC (National Register of Citizens) process that is bound to start
in Bengal. After talking to the Panchayat, we decided to verify our documents on the
internet. We found that on three different cards (voter ID, Aadhaar and Ration), three
different birth dates were listed for many people. The spellings of names were incorrect.
Even to correct these errors, we need at least one valid identity document with correct
information to show as reference. Some of our people don’t even have one of these.’
Bhupati Ranjan Roy from the Falnapur enclave in Mathabanga Subdivision of Cooch
Behar has another narrative to share.
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‘Some of us wanted to apply for the Kisan Credit Card scheme. When we went to apply for
it, our Voter ID cards were found to be fake. The official threatened us saying that he will
have us arrested for forging fake ID cards. They (the government) make mistakes in our
documents and we have to face the threats.’
The women of the enclaves often suffer even more than the men. Many women currently
residing in the enclaves were former residents of India. Poverty and patriarchy forced
them to marry into enclaves, often at a very early age, introducing them to a world where
they would no longer be identified as citizens. Shajina Bibi, a resident of former enclave
Karala shared that:
‘In 1995, I got married into the chhit (enclave). Before that, I lived in an Indian village. We
had good roads, toilets and my parents did not have to migrate to look for jobs. Now, my
husband and I spend most of the year in Delhi, working as construction workers. There are
no jobs here. My children don’t go to schools; the nearest hospital is 20 kilometers away in
Dinhata. None of my children received any vaccinations. The ration we receive every month
is not enough for our family. If we don’t travel in search of work, there is no solution to our
hunger.’
Speaking of her 17-year old daughter, she added that:
‘I will make sure that my daughter does not get married in an enclave. I do not want her to
suffer like us.’
Shajina Bibi did not receive any medical assistance while she was pregnant with her three
children. She spends most of her time away from her children to earn 300 rupees a day,
which includes her meals. Most women of the enclaves cannot access welfare schemes
relating to maternity health, widow pensions or education, to this day.
Shahera Bibi of Karala told our team that the hospitals in Dinhata treat them as outcasts
because of their identity as enclave dwellers. Due to this harassment, they are often
forced to rely on untrained specialists in the villages. Asked why she was married into an
enclave, she replied that:
‘We are poor people. I was 10 years old when I got married. My village is adjacent to
Karala. Who knows what an enclave is and what is India? Only when I got married and I
was unable to visit my parents, I learned that something is different.’
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Ajit Roy29 is a resident of the erstwhile enclave called Dhabalsuti Mrigipur. He completed
his education using the address of a village in the Mekhliganj District, which was under
Indian jurisdiction. Later, he also got an employment exchange card under the same
address and got employed as a fire brigade cleaner in 1987 on a contractual basis. He was
then transferred to the Mathabhanga District where a member of the CPI lodged a complaint
against him for using a false identity. Within a few days, Roy lost his job without any
explanation or legal notice. Later, he also got a residential certificate authorized for
Mekhliganj and wrote to his employer with a plea to reinstate his job. But he remains
unemployed even to this day.
A similar fate was suffered by Azimuddin Rabbi30 who was a resident of a former enclave,
but had shifted his residence to Mekhliganj before 1947 and started working as a
veterinary doctor. The 18 acres of land that Rabbi had left behind in the enclave were
illegally occupied by Indian residents. In spite of this, Rabbi could not claim these lands
because revealing his identity as an enclave dweller would certainly mean losing his job.
Therefore, as things turned out, the land rightfully owned by Rabbi and his family is now
enlisted under the names of Indian residents after the survey conducted by the government.
These instances are true for all the residents of the 51 former Bangladeshi enclaves in the
District of Cooch Behar. Most of the documents that they have received contain errors, as
a result of which they cannot avail the benefits of social security schemes initiated by the
Government of India. They live under constant threat of being pushed out of the NRC list
and in some cases, as it happened with Rashidul, they are pushed out of the national
boundary.
Essentially, the only purpose that their documentation is serving is their incorporation
into the vote banks of political parties. Their Voter ID cards are never brought into
question at polling booths and the candidates that ask for votes never question their
citizenship. Massive campaigns are held before national and state elections, and promises
are made. However, in practice, their representatives grant them little more than the
illusion of being citizens on Election Day.
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Newspapers and media extensively covered the first elections that the erstwhile enclave
dwellers participated in. It happened with grand gestures, tears were shed, and the day
was celebrated as the real homecoming.31
But things have changed. Now, a few people amongst enclaves are coming together in
solidarity and have taken the resolve to not participate in elections unless their demands
are fulfilled.32 They are refusing to be citizens only on electoral lists and are demanding
that what they should have been rightfully given in accordance with the law.
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2. Headcount 2011 and 2015
The first census of the enclaves was conducted from 14 to 17 July 2011. The total
population according to this survey was revealed to be 51,549 with 37,334 Indian
residents in Bangladeshi enclaves and 14,215 Bangladeshi residents in Indian enclaves. 33
The second survey was carried out four years later, in July 2015.
According to the Ministry of External Affairs, the survey in 2015 was an option taking
survey, that is, it was conducted solely to record the number of persons who wanted:
either Indian or Bangladeshi citizenship; the number of persons who wanted to stay on
their lands and renounce their former citizenship; and the ones who wanted to relocate to
their ‘home country’.34
It was found that 979 Indian residents in Bangladesh had made the choice to return back
to India, while all the Bangladeshi residents had chosen to continue living on their lands.
Since the survey conducted in July 2015 was only an option taking survey, the choice of
citizenship was offered only to those persons whose names were already recorded in the
survey conducted in 2011. Several discrepancies can be noted in the manner in which the
headcount was conducted, both in 2011 and 2015.
The most banal and yet important fact to note here is that the number of persons—in
Indian enclaves, in Bangladeshi enclaves and the ones who decided to relocate—has not
remained constant in any of the documents, including the data provided by the
Government itself. 35 No explanation has been offered for these discrepancies in the
numbers that simultaneously keep on increasing and decreasing, serving as a reminder
that there is nothing stable about the lives of enclave residents.
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Dinmohan Roy was a former resident of an Indian enclave in Bangladesh. Along with his
family, he was driven out of his land after incessant threats and violence committed by the
Bangladeshi mafia. His land was forcibly usurped by the miscreants. He and his family
were included in the headcount done in 2011. But in 2014, Roy had to take shelter on
Indian territory for fear of his life. He has since been a resident of Nolgram village in the
District of Cooch Behar. When the headcount was done again in 2015, Roy’s name was
omitted along with his family. The Joint Survey teams completely overlooked the fact that
Roy was driven out of his original residence as a consequence of violence and deleted his
name from the formerly conducted headcount. Roy later complained to the District
Magistrate of Cooch Behar explaining the circumstances. A complaint in his name was also
submitted to the National Human Rights Commission (NHRC), but this has not brought him
any justice.36
There are many such cases of arbitrary omissions from the survey lists. Many people from
the enclaves had migrated from the places of their original residence, in search of jobs or
education, at the time the census was done. Even though their land was left behind, there
was little inquiry done by the Joint Survey teams on their whereabouts.
Many persons, especially from the Indian enclaves in Bangladesh, were victims of
communal violence and were forced to leave their land. On 4 August 2015, the NHRC
issued a notice to the Secretaries of the Union Home Ministry and the External Affairs
Ministry, the Chief Secretaries of West Bengal and Assam, and the District Magistrates of
Cooch Behar and Jalpaiguri to enquire about a complaint alleging that about 30,000
Indians in the Indian enclaves of Bangladesh have been excluded by the survey teams in
the census conducted in 2015.37
The complaint was submitted by Ashwani Kumar, the Joint Secretary of the Indian
Enclaves Peoples Committee and the Kuchlibari Sangram Committee, organisations that
have been working for the human rights of enclave dwellers for over 40 years. The
complaint alleged that many Indians were driven out of the enclaves as a result of the
violence that occurred after the Partition of the subcontinent in 1947. They had to take
36
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refuge in different parts of India, often using fake identities and without any rights of
citizenship. Forced out of their lands decades ago, these people could not be present at
their residence when the census was conducted.
The complaint also alleges violence and harassment against the Indian residents of
Bangladeshi enclaves. Women were sexually assaulted, land was captured, and people
were not allowed to enlist their names when the survey teams arrived.
Before the NHRC issued its notice, Ashwani Kumar had already sent this complaint to the
Prime Minister’s Office, the North Bengal Development Board, the Block Development
Officer of Haldibari, the District Magistrate of Cooch Behar and the Chairman of the West
Bengal Human Rights Commission.38 Needless to say, nothing has been done to help this
case.
Another point to be considered is the fact that many enclave dwellers had been forced to
use false identities to access benefits from the Government. Fake documents were needed
to get admitted into schools, hospitals, to get jobs or just to step outside the boundary of
the enclaves.39 Under these circumstances, when the census was done, many people were
afraid to reveal their actual identities. For all they knew, this was just another futile
attempt by the Governments of India and Bangladesh to resolve the problem of enclaves.
After over six decades, they were accustomed to empty promises. Therefore, they could
not have known that the random appearance of survey teams in their homes would seal
their fate forever.
Surendra Burman40 from the Falnapur erstwhile enclave in Cooch Behar, had been able to
find a job after painstaking efforts, under a false identity. He chose not to participate in the
census for fear of losing his job, or worse, being thrown into jail for identity theft. He has
had to pay a heavy price for this decision. Even four years after the LBA, all he has
received in the name of his Indian identity is a ration card.
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Bhupati Ranjan Roy from the Falnapur enclave stated:
‘We found that a lot of residents of mainland India were also listed in the headcounts. They
wanted the special benefits that would be provided to the people of the enclaves. Many of
them had political connections. They lied about owning land in the enclaves; sometimes
they evicted us from our own lands to prove they are enclave dwellers. Now, they are
included in the government survey and many of us are not.’
The residents of Falnapur enclave sent a complaint to the Sub divisional officer of
Mathabanga, Cooch Behar on 6 July 2015, stating that 38 families from the enclaves
were missing from the headcount.41
A writ petition in the Supreme Court was filed by MASUM on 27 August 2015 regarding
the wrongful exclusion of residents from the headcount, and other issues of compensation
and rehabilitation for the erstwhile enclave dwellers.42 The petition included names and
details of 335 residents excluded from the census in the Bangladeshi enclaves in India,
including the 38 families from the Falnapur enclave, and 321 names of residents
excluded from the Indian enclaves in Bangladesh. These were details based on the survey
conducted by MASUM in the enclaves.
The petition also claimed that some residents of the enclaves did not have any intimation
about the headcount conducted in 2011. Even in 2015, it was only on the last day of
registering names, on 16 July 2015, that residents learned that many names had been
excluded from these lists.
It was also alleged in the petition that the District Magistrate of Cooch Behar put out a
notification, including a list of 14,854 names on 29 July 2015, giving the enclave
residents only two days to file any claims and objections to the list. However, the
judgment of the Supreme Court was that the claims made by the petition were ‘wide and
vague’ and that there was no way to ascertain the facts put forth by the petitioner. Hence,
the petition was dismissed.
A letter, dated 21 July 2015, was written by MASUM to the Prime Ministers of India and
Bangladesh to make them aware of several names that had been omitted from the
41
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headcount, as well as several instances of violence in the enclaves.43 The letter explained
that the joint survey teams were not working transparently, and names were being
excluded or included without following the procedural obligations. The state’s response to
the exclusion of names has been similar to that of the apex Court. While the Indian state
has maintained complete silence on the issue, the Deputy Commissioner of Lalmonirhat
District of Bangladesh gave a statement saying that there was ‘no scope to consider’
people who were left out of the headcount in 2011.44
The reluctance of the state to listen to these voices from the ground suggests that even
after several decades of deliberation, the LBA that is finally being implemented is focused
on the land and not the people. Now the lands have been annexed into the respective
territories of India and Bangladesh, the people of these lands have become even more
insignificant than they were before. The borders have been made more rigid, preventing
cross border movements, and identities have been brought under state surveillance. The
illegal means through which the people in enclaves have had to sustain themselves are
now under strict observation. In spite of this, the identities of erstwhile enclave dwellers
remain largely ambiguous.
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3. Problems related to land
Robin Hemley writes:
‘The slippery nature of land ownership, internationally and privately, has continued to
haunt residents of both the Indian and Bangladeshi chhitmahals long after the exchange.
New infrastructure projects by the Indian government have wreaked havoc in the eyes of
some residents of the former exclaves. The Indian press reported (..)that roads were being
planned that ran through houses, and that police stations and post offices were being set
up on private property. The former enclave residents were receiving a crash course on the
realities of citizenship: Governments solve some problems and create new ones.’45
Hemley had visited the erstwhile Bangladeshi enclaves and the resettlement camps in
India in January of 2016, five months after the LBA had been implemented. MASUM’s
visit to the enclaves in September of 2019 has been fairly recent and more than four years
after the implementation of the LBA. However, Hemley’s words resonate in the present
day reality of the enclaves as much as they did in 2016.
The State Government of West Bengal passed the Land Reforms (Amendment) Bill in
November 2018, to extend land rights to the residents of enclaves in Cooch Behar. Chief
Minister Mamata Banerjee hailed the Bill to be ‘historic’ and it proclaimed it would pave
the way to solidify the citizenship status of the erstwhile enclave dwellers by transferring
the lands to their rightful owners.46 The Bill is contingent on the assumption that the
process of the verification of land documents has been completed and the records of the
Government are adequate to determine who the ‘rightful owners’ of the lands are. But like
every other government initiative taken with respect to the enclaves, there are several
inconsistencies with the land survey undertaken by the Government.
Land records of enclave dwellers are primarily derived from the revenue records of
Maharaja of Cooch Behar. With no administration to register lands with for seven
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decades, any transaction of land happened through either verbal negotiations or mutual
understanding among both the parties involved. The community in enclaves was small
and close-knit and the ownership of land was seldom questioned except with incidents of
violent land grabbing by local miscreants or interlopers from the mainland.
Therefore, when the representatives from the Government turned up in 2011, and asked
for valid registration of their lands, most of the enclave dwellers had little to show for it.
Simultaneously, it gave many residents the opportunity to falsely claim certain lands as
their own. In the absence of any legal evidence, one word was as good as another. Madan
Roy from Poschim Bakalir Chara shared about what unfolded when the officials arrived.
‘When the land survey happened, they just documented land based on hearsay. Many
people who owned land were not present at the time. Other people claimed their land as
their own; they didn’t know the exact measurement of the land so they sometimes claimed
2 bighas (1 bigha = 43,560 square foot) land or 3 bighas land based on their estimation.
The draft survey of land titles that we have received has errors all over.’
The West Bengal Government maintains a Record of Rights (ROR) to determine the legal
status of lands or property through its Revenue Department. It contains all information
regarding the land, including the history of its ownership. Needless to say, the ROR for
the lands in enclaves does not exist. Any determination of the history of ownership of
these lands is nearly impossible.
Therefore, an investigation needs to be initiated to ascertain ownership using the facts
available at hand. This would require the Government to undertake a thorough analysis
of these lands instead of recording information based on hearsay. Madan Roy further
explains the results of the lousy research done by the survey teams.
‘Large parts of the land were written down by the survey as ‘wasted land.’ These wasted
lands were automatically deemed to be the property of the West Bengal government. But in
fact, these lands also have owners and now they have no means to claim their lands. The
government deemed these lands unworthy of being used by anyone.’
Several land disputes have emerged because of the absence of land documentation in the
enclaves.
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Bishwanath Roy of 14 Dhabalsuti enclave had moved out of his original residence in the
early 1990s. His grandfather owned around 30 acres of land which was to be evenly
distributed between his father and his three uncles. When the survey teams visited the
enclaves, Roy’s uncles excluded the name of his father from the land. Roy and his family
were listed as protestors to the claim by the survey team. When the final land draft was
received, the land was still under the name of Roy’s uncles and Roy had lost any claim to
the land.47
Many such incidents of fraud, family-feuds and land-grabbing have been made possible
due to the absence of an administration to maintain land documentation and the
nonchalant approach of the land survey teams toward understanding these nuances.
During MASUM’s interactions, MASUM also encountered an exception to this rule. Bijendra
Nath Burman, a resident of the Falnapur enclave proudly presented to us, the documents of
his land that he had treasured for decades. The jurisdiction of his land had changed from
the Maharaja of Cooch Behar to the East India Company and then to the governments of
Pakistan, Bangladesh and finally, India. 48 He had taken the help of some local touts, who
would cross the borders and entered enclaves, to register his land with the concerned
administrations. He was prescient enough to take this immense risk to his security, being
aware of how crucial the documentation of land can prove to be. However, most people in
the enclaves were unable to make these connections and were afraid to take risks to
register their respective lands. Further, the constant change in the administration made this
procedure exceptionally bewildering and complex.
Apart from the absence of documentation, there are other problems. Governments have
taken up the lands of enclaves, sometimes privately owned, to initiate developmental
projects. While the people have largely been supportive of this, the people whose lands
have been taken have not been given any compensation for their land. 49 MASUM has
documented several cases of the sufferings related to the lands of enclave dwellers that
are often their only source of livelihood.
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One significant case is of the residents of the Chit Kuchlibari enclave in the Mekhliganj
block of Cooch Behar, which is largely inhabited by the Dalit community. The lands of these
people have been taken by the Government to expand the width of the roads in enclaves, a
developmental project that the enclave dwellers claim they could do without. Anukul Roy
from Chit Kuchlibari, lost around ten kathas (720 Square Foot) of land amounting to three
lakhs INR [4180 USD approx.]to this project while many others also had their houses struck
down. No compensation for this loss of land, livelihood and shelter has been provided to
these dwellers. Since these lands are still under the jurisdiction of the state, the residents
cannot sell their lands in the case of an emergency or to compensate for their meagre
sources of income.50
The preceding section of this report explained how many people were made to forcibly
leave their lands due to violent attacks instigated by communal tensions or mobs seeking
to capture property. Many people had to leave their lands and flee to save their lives,
when their houses were torched. Many others had to migrate to other places in search of
better opportunities and in their absence, their lands were encroached upon by others.
The survey teams of India and Bangladesh failed to take into account any of these
nuances while determining land ownership. Most of the draft surveys that the enclave
dwellers have received contain multiple discrepancies. The prolonged delay in actually
receiving ownership of lands, is another issue altogether.
Glimpses of resilience and survival against all odds welcomed MASUM in the Dinhata
Settlement Camp in Cooch Behar. A woman busy tailoring clothes, a blue e-rickshaw under
a tin shed, hens and ducks trailing the pathway. The 50 odd families that have lived under
tin sheds, too small to accommodate families of six to seven members, for four long years,
still managed to serve cups of tea along with their smiles. Shanti Burman 51, an old woman
who lost her husband to the harsh realities of living in the camp has three children, two
married daughters and a son who is often away to Delhi and Bangalore to look for odd
jobs. She had left behind 1.3 acres of land in Bangladesh when she arrived in India with
her meagre belongings. She has no hopes of getting her land back now or to even sell it for
financial needs. We wanted to ask her why she had decided to come to India, leaving all
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her property behind. But others quickly chimed in. ‘She is not in a mentally fit state to
answer this question’, several voices whispered to us.
So it is difficult to know why Burman and 979 others like her had chosen to uproot their
lives, leave behind their property and come to India. They were always been under the
assumption that they were Indian; they were merely returning to their home country and
making the right choice in doing so. But for most of these people, this has been nothing
more than wishful thinking. There is little chance that the lands they have left behind
would still be theirs to claim, but even if they were, most of the camp dwellers do not have
the resources to go back. Even if they did, the transaction of land in enclaves is not an
easy process since they do not yet possess the legal rights to their lands.
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4. Social Security Schemes
The Standing Committee Report to the Constitution (119th Amendment) Bill stated that:
‘The Committee understand that much like Indian enclaves, the Bangladeshi enclaves being
acquired by India would be deficient in infrastructure and amenities. Therefore, the
Committee strongly recommend that a blueprint should be kept ready for development of
these areas after due consultations with the concerned State Governments, so that the
developmental work can be initiated immediately after this Bill is made an Act and
Agreement is ratified.’52
The Committee was aware that neither the Constitution Amendment nor the LBA had
specific guidelines about developmental projects to be undertaken in the enclaves. Even
the Committee report is not included in the main text of the Amendment. Therefore, they
recommended making a strategic plan for initiating development in the enclaves in
consultation with the State Governments. But none of the plans made by the Central or
the State Governments have been made public. The Committee further recommended
that:
‘All the humanitarian issues should be resolved in advance, including assistance from the
Central Government in this regard. The Committee also recommend that the Government
should institute a suitable monitoring mechanism for coordinating with the West Bengal
Government over all issues related to rehabilitation. The Committee also desire that a status
report on rehabilitation of the returning Indian citizens should also be presented to the
Parliament/Committee within six months after the agreement comes into force.’53
Studying the present situation in the enclaves makes it apparent that none of the
humanitarian issues have been resolved ‘in advance’ or even four years after the
implementation of the LBA. The ambiguity in the text of the LBA and the
Constitution(119th) Amendment has served to provide: poorly implemented and often
inaccessible welfare schemes; construction works infringing upon the private property of
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enclave residents; lack of opportunities for livelihood and education; and prolonged delay
in the implementation of justice.
It is beyond the scope of this report to specifically analyse the condition of all the
erstwhile Bangladeshi enclaves in India. Therefore, the primary focus will be on three
particular enclaves: Poschim Bakalir Chara; Karala-II; and Falnapur. Even in comparison
with the social and infrastructural development that has been done in the enclaves,
residents of these three enclaves lag behind by a huge margin. While most problems
related to health, livelihood and education are collectively faced by all erstwhile enclave
dwellers, some problems faced by the inhabitants of these enclaves are exclusive to them.
Our focus will also be on the residents of the Dinhata Settlement Camp, whose realities
are different from that of the erstwhile Bangladeshi enclave dwellers and in some aspects,
more challenging. The two other settlement camps of Mekhliganj and Haldibari suffer a
similar fate. The difficulties faced by the residents of enclaves and settlement camps are
by no means limited to the analysis presented in this report. Rather, this analysis seeks
to give the reader a glimpse into lives that cannot be easily imagined by those of us who
have been born with the privilege of nationality.
Poschim Bakalir Chara
To get to Poschim Bakalir Chara, one has to go through the Indian village called Baman
Hat. The enclave identifies itself pretty easily, the end of Baman Hat also means the end
of roads on which one can drive or walk. Right outside the enclave, our car got stuck in a
marsh and we covered the rest of the journey on foot. We walked through a stretch of
road barely wide enough to let three pedestrians pass at the same time. A small goat had
been tied in the middle of the pathway. As we walked further, the roads kept getting
narrower and muddier. We noticed that even this dilapidated road would soon collapse.
The ponds on either side of the road were quickly eroding the mud off the paths and
inching closer to each other.
It is this slippery and treacherous path that the residents of Poschim Bakalir Chara need
to cross to make ends meet on a daily basis. This is also the road that children walk
through every morning to attend school, which is about two kilometres away. Multiple
petitions have been filed by residents to the District Magistrate and the Public Welfare
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Department, but the roads have continued deteriorating over the past four years of the
implementation of the LBA.54
Poschim Bakalir Chara is located under the Dinhata Subdivision of Cooch Behar. It is
home to 266 families, who have lived there for as long as they can remember. The nearest
primary health centre at their disposal is in Baman Hat. No ambulances can possibly
make their way through the swampy roads. Therefore, even in cases of medical
emergencies, patients have to improvise to make their way across the roads to the nearest
village.
There has been a persistent demand from the residents to hire people of the enclaves for
the developmental works that have been initiated, such as Integrated Child Development
Services ICDS onwards] Centres, primary schools, and hospitals. A woman named
Fuleshwari Burman was recruited in the ICDS Centre at Poschim Bakalir Chara, but even
after eight months, she has not been compensated for her services.
There are many educated young people in the enclave with no opportunities for
employment. They are forced to migrate to big cities in search of work and are mostly
employed in daily-wage jobs, where their education is of little use. The people have been
demanding a special reservation in government jobs for the youth of the erstwhile
enclaves, but have received no positive response from the authorities.
Shahera Bibi narrated the problems related to job cards, a kind of employment security
card issued under Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act
[MNREGA onward].
‘We didn’t receive job cards till 2018. After that my husband and I got work for around 3040 days under the MNREGA scheme. After that, we did not find any work and were paid a
total amount of 4000 rupees. Now, we have no other options but to migrate in search of
work. My husband and I work in brick fields in Bihar. We get paid around 10-15,000
rupees for 6-7 months of work. We do not have schools to educate our children. If things
don’t change, they will end up like us.’
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Karala-II
The 13 families that reside in Karala-II are surrounded by a barbed fence separating the
enclave from the rest of the Indian Territory. According to the Geneva Conventions of
1949, the distance between the International Border Pillar (IBP) and the border fence
should not be more than 150 yards. The border fence that encircles Karala-II is situated
more than 500 yards away from the IBP, in complete violation of international customary
law.
The Border Security Forces (BSF) are stationed right outside the enclave, creating various
difficulties for the residents. To access the territory outside the enclave, the people have to
cross the Natkobari Border Out Post which is opened only three times a day for one hour
each.
When we reached Karala-II, the BSF guard stationed outside the enclave became
immediately suspicious. We informed him of the purpose of our visit, but he insisted on
calling his superior officer to probe the matter further. Meanwhile, on the other side of the
fence, the villagers were gathering to talk to us. Our entire conversation took place with
the tall, barbed fence between us, and the contrast between our privilege and their
suffering became even more glaring.
Recently, MASUM organised a visit of film director Aparna Sen and a few members of
Citizen Speak India to Karala-II. The purpose of this visit was solely humanitarian, and to
have a dialogue with the residents about the various struggles faced by them. Even so,
the BSF restricted their entry into the enclave, making it apparent that the rights of
nationality can be significantly curtailed in the interest of ‘national security.’55
To resolve this problem, the BSF recommends that the families should shift their
residence outside the border fence. However, these people are closely tied with their
agricultural lands that cannot be moved outside the fence. It is unfair to expect the people
to leave their lands and homes, and build a new life in the mainland with no other means
of sustenance and meagre resources. But the reluctance of the people to move out of the
enclave has led to BSF’s misinformed suspicion that they are involved in cross-border
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smuggling. Therefore, it insists that strict surveillance be maintained in the enclave as
long as the people continue to live behind the barbed fence.
Bibhuti Bhushan Mishra, the Special Rapporteur of the NHRC visited Karala-II in August
2019. He proposed that the border fence be reconstructed such that the territory of the
enclave falls outside it. He promised to take the matter up with higher authorities after
the BSF claimed to have no objections to his proposal. It is a testament to the ignorance
of the Indian administration that a solution as uncomplicated as this, has not been
conceived of for all the years that these residents have been incarcerated.
The BSF imposes several arbitrary restrictions on the people to make their lives more
miserable. It does not allow the authorities to provide electrical supply to the enclave,
therefore, basic amenities such as the installation of solar pumps, which have been
provided to other enclaves, have not been provided to Karala-II. The people need to walk
for at least one kilometre to get drinking water, because the groundwater is arsenic and
extremely harmful to health.
The children in the enclaves are let out at 11am to go to school, but are often not allowed
to return before 4pm, which is when the gates are next opened. A young boy had once
broken his leg in an accident and had to wait outside the fence for several hours before he
was allowed to enter. Due to these problems, the children are often reluctant to go to
school.
The main occupation of the villagers, contrary to BSF’s opinion, is cultivation rather than
smuggling. To this end, they often need to visit the markets to get seeds, chemical
fertilizers and so on. But the BSF restricts them to bring fertilizers inside the enclave.
They also forbid the residents to grow high-yielding crops, such as jute or corn. The
people incur losses on their sales, because they are not allowed to carry huge stocks of
harvested produce to the market.56
In cases of medical emergencies, the ambulance has to wait outside the barbed fence for
at least an hour while the BSF conducts its procedural enquiry. On many occasions,
Accredited Social Health Activists (ASHA) are restricted by the BSF to enter Karala-II, as a
result of which, children often miss out on vaccinations and other health services.
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With their communication with the world severely restricted, the residents of Karala-II
face difficulties in finding suitable partners for their children. It is especially difficult to
marry their daughters outside the enclave, because people do not want to be associated
with the hardships that come with being a resident of Karala-II.
Falnapur
Falnapur is situated under the Mathabhanga Subdivision of Cooch Behar and is home to
about 157 families. The River Buri Dharala runs across the enclave for three kilometres.
To cross the river, the villagers have dilapidated bamboo structures that they use as
bridges. Two of these bridges have been broken for three years. The people have sent
multiple complaints to the offices of the District Magistrate (DM), Sub-divisional Officer
(SDO) and Block Development Office (BDO)over the years, but have not even received a
visit by the authorities.
Another major problem that the people face is the lack of opportunities for employment.
People with good educational qualifications are forced to work in cultivation. In one
incident, a person offered his land for the Government to build a water tank, in exchange
for jobs for him and his family. Ultimately, the water tank was built, but outside the
territory of the enclave. The funds that were used for its construction came from those
assigned for the development of the enclave, but now the residents have to access it by
going outside their village.
The primary school and ICDS centre in Falnapur have been abandoned by the residents
to attempt to demand they employ people from the enclave. Even this act of protest serves
only to inconvenience them. They need to travel about three to five kilometres in case of a
medical emergency and the primary schools outside Falnapur are about two kilometres
away. Open defecation also creates several problems, because many homes in the enclave
do not have toilets.
After the LBA, the administration provided four major services to Falnapur: electricity;
solar pumps; drinking water; and identity cards. In spite of this, many of the problems
have not been resolved. The solar pumps installed by the Government are not enough to
meet the requirements for irrigation, and the tube wells installed for drinking water are
mostly defunct. As a result, the villagers had to install tube wells using their own
resources. Like with most of the people of the enclaves, there are several errors in the
details of their identity documents.
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The half-hearted initiative taken by the authorities has made things even more difficult
for the people. They are constantly trapped in the cycle of sending complaints to
administrative officials, to which they seldom receive a response. Moreover, with incorrect
identity documents and the threat of NRC in Bengal, it is difficult to gauge what the
future will bring for the people.
Separate polling booths for the residents of Falnapur and the adjacent enclave of Nolgram
have not been sanctioned even though they have a combined population of about 2,500
voters. The people suspect that the administration wants to erase the identity of the
residents as erstwhile enclave dwellers, and deny them the relief and compensation that
they should be receiving.
Dinhata Settlement Camp
The Dinhata Settlement Camp is one of three temporary rehabilitation centres
constructed by the Government of India to provide shelter to the 979 families who made
the choice to return to India in November 2015. The camp at Dinhata has accommodated
over 50 families for four years.
The camp is lined with tin sheds, marked with numbers, which have the capacity of two
rooms and an attached kitchen. The rooms are not big enough to accommodate families of
six to seven people, and living conditions are often cramped without any privacy. The
toilets have been constructed separately from the houses, for both men and women.
The old people in the enclaves do not receive pensions under social security schemes, and
struggle to get medical treatment for their deteriorating health conditions. Shanti
Burman’s husband, Binod Chandra Burman died due to the lack of medical assistance in
the camp. He was suffering from a fever for two to three months, but did not have access
to any medicines. He was later admitted to the Dinhata Subdivision hospital for three
days, and soon after he succumbed to his illness and died.
Anila Burman, mother of Anatul Burman, suffered a similar fate at the age of 55. In 2016,
she had a cerebral attack for which she was refused treatment at the Cooch Behar
hospital. The family did not have the resources to get her admitted into a private nursing
home. Ultimately, she died within a few hours of being admitted into the Dinhata
Subdivision Hospital.
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On 6 September 2019, the residents filed an application under Right to Information Act
(RTI) regarding the lack of jobs for the people of the camp. Most of the families, received
job cards under the MNREGA scheme after their arrival. In 2016, some people were given
jobs for 100 days. Many among them were made to work for longer durations, but were
paid only the amount enlisted under the scheme for 100 days of work.
After 2016, however, no jobs have been provided to these people. Resources are scarce,
and opportunities bleak. Paresh Burman, a father of two young children, has not been
able to find a stable income to sustain his family. He was given work for about ten to15
days, but did not receive any payment. Many residents have taken to driving e-rickshaws
on hire by pooling in money on their own. After leaving behind everything they had in
Bangladesh, the people did not anticipate that they would be abandoned by the state in
the process of building up their new lives.
After waiting for four long years, the people have received information that the
government plans to rehabilitate them in two-bedroom apartments in an urban setting.
However, these people are used to an agrarian way of living and without agricultural
lands, they would have no means of livelihood. Also, the material being used to build
these apartments is of low quality, and cracks have already started to appear in the
construction.
The stories from the enclaves are confirm that the Indian Government has created more
problems than it has solved through its implementation of the LBA. Promises of
compensation and rehabilitation remain limited to words and speeches without any real
change on the ground.
The ambiguity in the text of the agreement regarding the means of compensation has
served only to thwart opposition and criticism regarding the state’s apathy towards the
residents of enclaves. It tries to veil the fact that the chief intention of the LBA has been to
exchange lands and make territorial boundaries rigid and constrained. In the entire
political debate regarding the exchange of enclaves over the past seventy years, the people
of the enclaves have seldom been mentioned and their voices have been relentlessly
subdued in favour of an imperialist approach towards occupation of territory.
Compensation, as it was conceived of, is a discrepancy-riddled process, having now led to
a situation where tube wells are without water, job cards are occupationally ineffective,
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Aadhaar Cards come without the promise of identity, and voting rights fail to provide a
nationality.
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Enclave Residents under International Law
For the third cycle of India’s Universal Periodic Review in 2017, the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) submitted a report57 that among other things, stated
that:
‘India has taken various steps to mitigate the risk of statelessness arising from the
ratification of the Agreement Concerning the Demarcation of the Land Boundary between
India and Bangladesh and Related Matters of 1974. First, the Ministry of Home Affairs
through its notification dated 12 October 2015 declared the 14,864 enclave dwellers as
Indian citizens. Second, the Election Laws (Amendment) Act, 2016 has been adopted on 3
March 2016 to include enclaved territories and eligible voters to come within the purview of
the electoral role. Third, it is expected that in 2016 enclave dwellers will be issued with
Aadhaar cards – a 12-digit unique identity number issued by the Unique Identification
Authority of India (UIDAI). Nonetheless, challenges pertaining to the legal status of those
residing outside the enclave areas and those who were not part of the head count remain.’58
It is important to note the recognition of the problems of enclaves by the UNHCR for two
reasons. Firstly, it allows one to venture into the possibilities and the ‘risk of’
statelessness that the LBA poses, which will be the focus of the next section of this report.
Secondly, it opens up the issues of enclave dwellers to the international discourse on
statelessness, human rights and state responsibility. Where do we locate the erstwhile
enclave dwellers within this discourse?
The 1954 Convention relating to the Status of Stateless Persons defines a stateless person
as ‘someone who is not considered as a national by any State under operation of its
law.’59 India and Bangladesh are not parties to this Convention. Moreover, the enclave
dwellers do not qualify as stateless through this definition, because they have been
identified, at least theoretically, as citizens of India or Bangladesh even before the LBA
was implemented. Even so, because of the geographical complexity of their residency,
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they have been unable to enjoy the benefits of a nationality and avail the protection of a
nation state.
According to the 1951 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees, a refugee is someone
who ‘owing to well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion,
nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion, is outside the
country of his nationality and is unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail
himself of the protection of that country; or who, not having a nationality and being
outside the country of his former habitual residence as a result of such events, is unable
or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to return to it.’60By this definition, the enclave dwellers
do not qualify as refugees; even though they have been cut off from the mainland of the
country of their nationality, they have not been out of the place of their habitual
residence. However, this fact ignores the hundreds of people who were forced out of their
homes as a result of the violence that unfolded during the Partition of the subcontinent,
and the subsequent communal tensions that are intrinsic to the politics of India, Pakistan
and Bangladesh.
The narrow definition of statelessness in the 1954 Convention and refugees in the 1951
Convention has opened up debates about the inclusion of people who have been excluded
from the protection of these conventions, but continue to suffer a similar fate as those
who are identified as stateless or refugees. Regional Conventions such as the 1984
Cartagena Declaration 61 and the 1969 OAU Convention 62 considerably expand the
definition of being a refugee and extend their protection to a broader group of people.
There have also been efforts to include ‘de facto statelessness’ into the mandate of the
UNHCR. In an article titled, ‘The Human Rights of Stateless Persons’,63 David Weissbrodt
and Clay Collins write:
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‘De facto statelessness can occur when governments withhold the usual benefits of
citizenship, such as protection, and assistance, or when persons relinquish the services,
benefits, and protection of their country. (..) most persons considered de facto stateless are
the victims of state repression. Whereas de jure statelessness can simply result from the
oversight of lawmakers who leave gaps in the law through which persons can fall, de facto
statelessness typically results from state discrimination.’
In its ‘Legal and Protection Policy Research Series’, 64 the UNHCR defines ‘de facto
statelessness’ as:
‘De facto stateless persons are persons outside the country of their nationality who are
unable or, for valid reasons, are unwilling to avail themselves of the protection of that
country.’
With this definition, it becomes slightly more possible to locate the anomaly that the
erstwhile enclave dwellers have faced over the years. While the territories of their
residence, that is the enclaves, were legally under the jurisdiction of their parent state,
geographically they were displaced from their country of nationality. They were unable to
return to their country of nationality due to the requirement of double visas or the fear of
being arrested while crossing foreign territory. Therefore, many academics have studied
the conditions of enclave dwellers under the ambit of ‘de facto statelessness’.
However, there are no International Conventions to date that legally extend their
protection to de facto stateless persons. Now, with the implementation of the LBA, it is
even more complex to place the residents of former enclaves under any of these
definitions. In the context of enclave residents, legal provisions have only served to
complicate their identities and jeopardize the benefits at their disposal. Earlier, they could
not be identified as stateless because they were theoretically citizens of either India or
Bangladesh. Now, they cannot be identified as stateless because the LBA guarantees
them citizenship, Aadhaar Cards have been issued and they have voted in the elections.
As we have seen, most of these guarantees are limited solely to the text of the Agreement,
and the law of the land continues to disenfranchise them in deeply insidious ways.
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While India is not a signatory to the International Conventions for refugees or stateless
persons, it is still its obligation, as a democratic nation state to protect the rights of its
citizens and abide by the UN Conventions it is in fact party to.
Article 15(2) of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) provides that ‘no one
shall be arbitrarily deprived of his nationality.’ 65 Article 12(4) of the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) provides that ‘no one shall be arbitrarily
deprived of the right to enter his own country,66 a clause that both India and Bangladesh
have consistently violated for seven decades.
Further, the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC) and the Convention on
the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) also have provisions to
specifically protect the rights of nationality of women and children.
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National Register of Citizens—looming threat of Statelessness
On 31 July 2019, the Ministry of Home Affairs released a notification stating that the NRC
will be updated for the entire country starting from April 2020 to September 2020.67
In West Bengal, in particular, the election campaign of the BJP was based on their
promise to initiate NRC in the State, probably as a result of which their representation in
the State has increased by a significant margin. The address given by the Home Minister
in Kolkata on 1 October 2019 took this promise a step further.68 He assured the people
that the Centre will pass the Citizenship Amendment Bill69 before the process of the NRC
is initiated, to ensure that none of the Hindu, Sikh, Jain or Buddhist refugees are
rendered stateless in the process. The evident bigotry of this statement is a testament to
the state’s bias against the Muslim community.
The manner in which the process of the NRC has unfolded in the State of Assam proves
that it has caused indiscriminate suffering to all groups of people, including Bengali
Hindus. The final list of the NRC has excluded over 19 lakhs of former citizens, and
detention camps to banish them from the national territory are already underway.
Keeping in mind everything that this report has discussed so far—the thousands of
names missing from the headcount, multiple errors in the identity cards of erstwhile
enclave dwellers and the threat of being suspected as a foreigner even while being in
possession of valid documents—it is needless to say that when the process of the NRC
begins in the State of West Bengal, the virtual statelessness that the people of enclaves
have been living in, will in fact become a reality. The promise of the LBA was to finally
compensate for the suffering of the erstwhile enclave residents and to provide them with a
national identity. But the looming threat of the NRC has started to weigh down on the
hopes of these residents. The mood in the enclaves, which had been one of celebration for
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four years, is now tense and chaotic. Bhupati Ranjan Roy from Falnapur expressed his
grief by saying that:
‘In spite of all our adversities, life was easier before the implementation of the LBA. We
were more peaceful. Our present situation is chaotic and troublesome. We are afraid of the
NRC process; none of our documents have correct details. Who will believe us when we say
we are citizens of India?’
The panic around the NRC is not limited solely to the residents of enclaves. Eleven
suicides have been reported from the state of West Bengal in 2019, allegedly resulting
from the panic of being rendered stateless.70
Many people from the Batrigach enclave had been forced to move out of their residence due
to the problems created by the Singimari river erosion. They had made fake identity
documents and started living in the mainland. After the LBA, these people were not
recognised as enclave residents and did not receive any identity documents from the state
administration. What had appeared to provide a solution to their hardships, has now made
their identities even more complex. They are neither recognised as bona fide citizens of
India, nor can they claim to be former residents of enclaves. It can be said without any
reservations that the NRC in West Bengal will disenfranchise this population, and leave
them to suffer the same fate as the 19 lakh former citizens of India.
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Conclusion
On 14 June 2017, the residents of the Mekhliganj Settlement Camp started a hunger
strike before the office of the Sub Divisional Officer of Mekhliganj. The people had been
troubled due to the lack of basic amenities, such as rationing from the Public Distribution
System (PDS) and drinking water in the camp. But it was the plan for their rehabilitation
that served as the final blow to their patience. They were being resettled on an alluvial
mass of land that had emerged from the River Dharala, and was so prone to erosion that
the apartments were at the risk of collapsing within a few years. The people wrote to
several authorities before they resorted to the hunger strike. The response of the police
and the administration was brutal.71 After three days of the strike, the Additional District
Magistrate of Cooch Behar gave the residents assurance to look into the matter. Thus far,
however, the people have not been resettled and the issue remains unresolved.
The hunger strike at Mekhliganj takes us back to Arendt’s concept of citizenship that we
began our argument with. In some respects, the LBA has provided the people with ‘the
right to have rights.’ The agitation that was seen in Mekhliganj emerges from within the
structure of a democracy. The act of performing a hunger strike assumes an audience
that observes it, acknowledges it and maybe even cares for it. But perhaps the biggest
flaw of democracy as a form of governance is that the authority that defines the people as
citizens is also the one that provides them with the right to assert their dominance, to
make their voices heard and to effectively represent themselves. Dissent, resistance and
mobilization are embedded within the framework of a democracy and cannot be placed
outside it. Therefore, to raise demands and to claim rights, it is crucial to be a participant
of the democratic structure.
For seven long decades, residents of the enclaves have been placed outside this structure
and denied access to the tools of resistance. The collective identity of people as enclave
residents does not yet possess enough political traction to enter the discourse of rights
and their violation by the State. The audience that observes their resistance does not
easily recognise them. They appear to be new faces in the theatre and their lives still
appear to be too far removed from the mainstream. Therefore, even if the LBA serves as
an acknowledgement of the enclave dwellers’ ‘right to have rights’, it is important to ask:
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without a relevant political identity, a significant social standing or effective economic
support, how far can this resistance go?
Protest and resistance have become such an essential part of survival in India that it is a
common assumption that fundamental rights have to be fought for. While considering the
case of enclave dwellers, we must pose a challenge to this assumption. The expectation
that poor, marginalised, disenfranchised populations must gather the resources to resist
against the injustice meted out against them by the State is deeply flawed. The Indian
nation state needs to be held accountable for the seventy years of incarceration that these
people have had to suffer as a result of border politics, and compensation, relief and
rehabilitation should be extended effectively and immediately.
Jason Cons writes:
‘The enclaves embody a telling impasse that haunts postcolonial territory in South Asia—
namely, the inability to disentangle material needs and realities of people living on the
bleeding edge of state space from nationalist imaginations of blood and soil.’72
The people at the borders inevitably suffer because of the nationalist impulse to make
territorial boundaries more secure. The paranoia of the Indian nation state regarding
immigration and infiltration has choked the territory of the erstwhile enclaves into
submission before the sovereign mainland. However, enveloping the territory of the
enclaves has not simultaneously meant embracing, what Cons calls the ‘material needs
and realities’ of their residents. The prolonged delay in the implementation of the LBA, the
Agreement’s feigned interest towards humanitarian concerns, and the complete silence of
the administration on issues that have emerged after its implementation are telling of the
Indian State’s malicious intentions. India and Bangladesh have claimed spaces that have
been abandoned for over seven decades, however, the question remains: who inhabits
these spaces, the nation or its citizens?
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Recommendations
For the Central Government:
1. According to Section 7 of the Citizenship Act of 1955, the enclave residents should
be recognised as citizens immediately. While the notification of the Ministry of
Home Affairs has given orders for its implementation, speedy intervention is
required to ensure that the State administration of West Bengal acts on this order
with immediate effect.
2. Effective communication and synergy should be established with the Government
of West Bengal, and necessary support should be extended to provide relief,
rehabilitation and support to the enclave residents.
3. It should be ensured that national social security schemes on health, education,
pensions, employment, infrastructural development and specific schemes for
pregnant women, children, Scheduled Caste and Scheduled Tribe communities and
so on, are effectively implemented in all the enclaves.
4. A comprehensive survey should be undertaken to identify and assimilate the
people whose names have been left out of the headcount conducted previously, and
all the benefits of being a citizen of India should be extended to them.
5. It must be ensured that no bona fide resident of an enclave is excluded from the
NRC process in West Bengal by urgently issuing valid identity documents for this
population.
For the State Government:
1. Land titles of the enclave dwellers should be handed over to them without further
delay. Until that is done, provisions should be put in place for people to mortgage
or sell their lands in cases of urgent financial requirements. Additionally, the
people whose lands have been acquired by the state for infrastructural
development should be compensated for the loss of lands and rehabilitated.
2. The enclaves where little or no development has taken place, such as Karala-II,
Poschim Bakalir Chara and Falnapur, should be given special attention by the
administration and their demands should be addressed on a priority basis.
3. The lack of opportunities for employment forces many people to migrate to other
parts of the country in search of menial labour. Special schemes should be put in
place for the employment of the people of enclaves, especially the educated youth,
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in government sector jobs. For the rest of the population, skill-development
programmes, vocational training and financial support for establishing small
businesses should be provided.
4. A constructive dialogue should be initiated with the representatives from the three
settlement camps of Dinhata, Haldibari and Mekhliganj on the problems related to
their rehabilitation and their needs should be taken into account. Rehabilitation
and other social security benefits should be extended to them with priority.
5. More attention should be paid to health facilities and educational support in the
former enclaves. Primary schools, hospitals and ICDS centres should be
established in all the enclaves.
6. The offices of the District Magistrate of Cooch Behar and several Sub Divisional
Officers and Block Development Officers should be made empathetic to the
demands of the enclave residents, and directed to ensure that the policies of the
State and Central Governments are implemented effectively and urgently.
For National and State Human Rights Commissions
1. Both the Commissions must ensure that the grievances and complaints filed before
them are addressed in a timely manner without unreasonable delay.
2. Both the Commissions must organise educational programmes to raise awareness
on the legal and constitutional rights of the people of erstwhile enclaves.
For Civil Society Organisations
1. Local civil society organisations should work towards the empowerment of the
populations of the erstwhile enclaves through vocational trainings, enhancing
livelihood skills, education and raising awareness about their rights and
entitlements.
2. Local

non-governmental

organisations

(NGOs)

should

also

assist

in

the

implementation of the livelihood development plan of the Governments, and lobby
with the administration regarding issues, such as correction of identity documents
and distribution of land titles.
3. Local NGOs, youth clubs, women’s organisations and self-help groups should take
steps to enhance social assimilation of the erstwhile enclave dwellers, who have
been cut off from the mainstream for several decades.
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4. International and regional Organisations should raise concerns on the delayed
fulfilment of the rights of citizenship of the enclave residents, and urge the State to
not victimize them further through legal processes, like the NRC. Proactive actions,
like monitoring of the Government’s actions and progress related to the
development schemes, land surveys, issuing documents of citizenship and so on,
should be taken such that no citizen is deprived of their rights and entitlements as
a citizen of India.
For Political parties
1. Political parties must adopt a responsible strategy for the development of the
region, and prioritise pro-people policies to ensure the full enjoyment of the
political, economic, social and cultural rights of the people.
2. Election manifestos should be made according to the needs of the people and
representatives of the parties should lobby for these rights in Parliament and with
the concerned Ministries.
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Annexure 1 (ii)
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Annexure 1 (iii)
The Voters’ list of West Bengal including Rashidul’s name.
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Annexure 1 (iv)
The list prepared by the Government of Bangladesh including the names of people
relocating to India after the LBA. No. 26 lists Rashidul among these people.
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Annexure 5 (ii)
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Annexure 5 (iii)
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Annexure 6 (i)
Complaint to North Bengal Development Board
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Annexure 6 (ii)
Complaint to District Magistrate of Cooch Behar
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Annexure 6 (iii)
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Annexure 6 (iv)
Complaint to Chairperson of West Bengal Human Rights Commission
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Annexure 6(v)
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Annexure 9 (i)
Draft of land title received by Biswanath Roy in 2018 through the Government of West
Bengal
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Annexure 9 (ii)
Objection to the land title draft filed by Biswanath Roy
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Annexure 10 (i)
Land under the jurisdiction of Maharaja of Cooch Behar
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Annexure 10 (ii)
Receipt of Land revenue paid to the Maharaja of Cooch Behar
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Annexure 10 (iii)
Land under the jurisdiction of East India Company
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Annexure 10 (iv)
Land under the jurisdiction of East Pakistan
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Annexure 10 (v)
Land under the jurisdiction of Bangladesh
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Annexure 11 (i)
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Annexure 11 (ii)
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Annexure 12
Complaint by the residents of Poschim Bakalir Chara to the District Magistrate of Cooch
Behar
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Annexure 13 (i)
Complaint by the residents of Karala-II to the District Magistrate of Cooch Behar
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Annexure 13 (ii)
Complaint by the residents of Karala-II to the Block Development Officer of Dinhata-II
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Annexure 14
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Annexure 15 (i)
Complaint by the residents of Mekhliganj settlement camp to the Officer in Charge of
Mekhliganj Police station
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Annexure 15 (ii)
Complaint by the residents of Mekhliganj Settlement Camp to the Block Development
Officer of Mekhliganj Block.
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Annexure 15 (iii)
Complaint by the residents of Mekhliganj Settlement Camp to the District Magistrate of
Cooch Behar
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Annexure 15 (iv)
Complaint by the residents of Mekhliganj Settlement Camp to the Sub Divisional Officer
of Mekhliganj Sub Division.
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Demands of the enclave dwellers submitted before the District Magistrate in 2007
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Karala-II

Condition of roads in Falnapur

Condition of roads in Poschim Bakalir Chara

Visit of NHRC Special Rapporteur to Dinhata
Settlement Camp

Protest before the office of District Magistrate, Cooch Behar

Press meeting regarding the submission of mass deputation at
the office of the District Magistrate, Cooch Behar
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A newspaper report of the protest of
enclave dwellers at the office of the
District Magistrate

Demonstration for the demands of
enclave dwellers at the office of the
District Magistrate, Cooch Behar
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About FORUM-ASIA
The Asian Forum for Human Rights and Development (FORUM-ASIA) is a member
based organisation with a mission to promote and protect all human rights,
including the right to development, through collaboration and cooperation among
human rights organisations and defenders in Asia. FORUM-ASIA has offices in
Bangkok, Jakarta, Kathmandu and Geneva
Website: www.forum-asia.org
/FORUMASIA
/Forum_Asia
/ForumAsiaVideo
About MASUM
Banglar Manabadhikar Suraksha Mancha (MASUM) was established in 1997 by a
group of activist experts who had long experience working on human rights and
civil liberties in West Bengal, India. MASUM acts as a platform for HRDs,
grassroots human rights groups, and survivors collective. More info on
www.masum.org.in
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